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I must start by saying sorry for the gap in these newsletters but I am only now recovering from a nasty bout of illness.  WLB 

Cotinus coggygria 

 Agapanthus and Galtonia 

Hydramgea paniculata 

Hergest Croft Terraces: These are really wonderful at the moment 

and show that we can grow things other than trees and shrubs. Starting 
at the top nearest the house are pots of hybrid lilies bred from the Japa-
nese golden lily Lilium auratum which I think is one of the most beautiful 
of all with an entrancing scent among its other virtues. On the other 
side of the top terrace is a spectacular “hot” border of dahlias and sal-
vias which owes more than a little to Christopher Lloyd’s plantings at 
Great Dixter. On the lower terrace is a blue and white planting mostly 
Agapanthus and Galtonias which is inspired by Mark Flannigan’s crea-
tion at the Savill Gardens at Windsor. I guess all gardeners borrow ideas 
from others like cooks! Miraculously they are all at their peak at the 
same time this year. 

Elsewhere in Hergest Croft.  
Below the Potting Shed the autumn border is alive with campanulas 

and Japanese Anemones awaiting the Michaelmas daisies to come. 

The Sycamore Walk has a fine display of day lilies but I think we need 

to get more colour variation as there is too much of the plain orange; 

I have to say that as a genus I really can’t get too excited about 

Hemerocallis which seem to me to lack impact. Further on down is 

an interesting selection of white Agapanthus including some nice 

dwarf ones. On the other side the Venetian Sumach or Smoke bush, 

Cotinus coggygria, is in full flower, I know some people regard it as a bit 

of a cliché and like pampas grass suitable only for an old fashioned 

suburban gardens but it is almost the best thing here at the moment. 

Hydrangeas  
The Hydrangeas on both the Boundary Path and in the 
Cedar Glade are looking good. It is interesting to try and 
work out why some varieties do better in one place rather 
than the other. I think they all need a bit of a sort out to 
keep some level of control over the “Thugs” such as H. 

macrophylla ‘Veitchii’ 
which have ambi-
tions to take over 
the world. I think 
we plan to move 
the Cedar Glade 
planting forward 
with the smaller H serrata cultivars in front. There is another hydrangea 
planting up the Maple Grove consisting of mostly H paniculata and H 
aspera cultivars which is well worth the walk – while you are up there 
look at the spectacular seed strings of Pterocarya macroptera var insignis 
and var delavayi. Pterocarya macroptera var insignis  
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The Receptionists, Sandra or Helen welcome any comments 

Plant Sales: There is a good selection of unusual plants for sale especially Azalea and Clematis 

 

Haywood Cabin  

Bumble Bee 

EVENTS 
AUTUMN PLANT FAIR 
Sunday 15 October 2017 

This charming two person cabin is at the top of the 
Azalea Garden and is available for holiday lets. It al-
lows you into the garden at times when no one else is 
about. You can see details on the web site but here is 
a photo 

Blue Jewels 
The East Asian silver firs almost all have blue cones whilst the American and European ones fa-

vour green; the exception is Abies koreana- which has both colours – maybe Kim Jong Un is hedg-

ing his bets - let’s hope so. The Chinese and Himalayan species are putting on an exceptional 

show this year in The Maple Grove and are well worth the walk. Blue is often thought to be an 

unusual colour in plants but these would outclass any Faberge jewel box. Many of the plants form 

part of the Conifer Conservation programme run by the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh so 

they have a deeper significance as well as looking wonderful 

Pollinators  
It is an extraordinary year for Bumble bees and numerous different species 

can be seen in the garden- sadly I know far too little about them and I 

wonder if anyone would like to do a survey. Lots of bees as well both 

honey and solitary but few if any wasps as our all too numerous badgers 

dig up their nests. We have also seen Hawk moths and after some years of 

scarcity lots of different butterflies – again a survey would be useful. Finally 

dragonflies – we clearly need some help!  

 
The Kitchen Garden 
The Herbaceous borders suffered from recent rain and wind and looked very sorry for 

themselves but Christie has done a great repair job. The hollyhocks are much admired 

and visitors ask how we protect them against rust and other plagues. The simple answer 

is that we do little or anything – the stock has been there for 30 years or more some of it 

stemming from my father’ collection in the Caucasus in the early 1980s; we sow seed and 

plant some of the more unusual colours but otherwise leave them where they seed unless 

they interfere with other plants. They seem to like it and so do we. 
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